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. . . 
INTRODUCTION 
The solving of equations of the third and fourth 
order is often a very complex problem. It is helpful to 
know as much about the character of the roots as possible 
before a solution is attempted. Therefore, t h e problem 
of this thesis is to derive a set of equations involving 
the coefficients of the third and fourth order equations 
that can be used as a test to determine if the equation 
has any multiple roots. 
Equations that have real coefficients are the most 
common type. The problem would become much more 
complicated if equations which have complex coefficients 
were included. Therefore, the problem of this thesis is 
limited to the study of conditions for multiple roots 
of cubic and quartic equations having real coefficients. 
CHAPTER I 
DISCRIMINANT 
1. Definition of Discriminant 
Let f(x)=axm+bxm-1 ••• be a polynomial of degree m 
whose factored form is: 
The discriminant~ off is defined to be a2m-2 times 
the product of the squares of the differences of r 1 , ..• , 
rm. The chosen power of a is the lowest power of a which 
eliminates fractions when~ is expressed as a polynomial in 
the coefficients of f(x). 
2. Definition of Resultant 
Consider two polynomial equati ns 
(a 0 ~0, b 0 ~0) such that f(x)=O is lmown to have m roots 
Equations (2) have a root in common if and only if 
So as not to have fractions when this product is 
evaluated as a function of a 0 , ••• , bn, it is necessary to 
multiply this product by 
defined to be: 
The resultant off and g is 
equivalent polynomial in a 0 , ••• , bn. 
3. Relation between Discriminant and Resultant 
By differentiating (1), and substituting r 1 , r 2 , 
••• , rm in succession for x, it is found that: 
f 1 (r1 )=a(r1-r2 )(r1-r3 ) ••• (r1-rm) 
f'(r 2 )=a(r2-r1 )(r2-r3 ) ••• (r2 -rm) .................................. 
In the second line replace r 2 -r1 by -(r1-r2 ). In f
1 (r3) 
replace (r3-r1 )(r3-r2 ) by (-1)
2 (r1-r3)(r2-r3 ). In f'(rm) 
replace each rm-ri by -(ri-rm) . Mult iplication now g ives: 
am-lf'(rl) ••• f'(rm)=(-1)1+2+ ••• +m-la~. 
3 
The sum in the exponent of (-1) is equal to m(m-1)/2. 
By (3) the left member is the resul ~ant of f(x) and f'(x). 
Thus: 
(4) ~=(-l)m(m-l)/2 .lR(f,f'). 
a 
4. Definition of Sylvester's Determinant D(f,g). 1 






+a =0 m 
1 Nel son B. Conkwr i ght , Introduction to the Theory 
of Equations (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1941T, p. 162. 
4 
A determinant has as many rows as columns. To have 
as many rows as columns the equations f=O, xf=O, x2f=O, 
••• , xn-lf=O and g=O, xg=O, x 2g=O, ••• , xm-lg=O are used. 
The coefficients of these equations can then be used to 
make the following determinants 
ao al a2 am 0 ............ 0 
0 ao al am-1 am 0 ...... 0 
0 0 a a m-2 a m-1 a o •• 0 0 m 
.......................... ............... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • am 
bo bl b2 bn 0 ............ 0 
0 bo bl bn-1 bn 0 ...... 0 
0 0 b 0 ••• bn-2 bn-1 bn o •• 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• bn 
In this determinant the coefficients of f(x)=O appear 
inn rows and the coefficients of g(x)=O appear in m rows, 
making the order of the determinant to be m+n. 
The above method of setting up a determinant was 
first developed by Sylvester and is known as Sylvester's 
determinant, D(f,g). 
5. Relation between Sylvester's 
Determinant and Resultant 




Let the value of Sylvester's determinant be D. 
Consider the equation: 
ao al a2 am 0 ...................... 
0 ao al . . . am-1 am 0 ................. 
0 0 ao am-2 am-1 am 0 ............ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • am O 
· · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · • • · · · · • · · • • • · · · · • • · • am-1 
· · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · • · · · · · • · · · · · · · · am-2 am-1 
bo bl b2 b -z n 0 ...................... 
0 bo bl bn-1 bn-z 0 ................. 
0 0 bo bn-2 bn-1 bn-z 0 ............ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 










. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bn- l bn-z 0 
.................................... b b b -z n-2 n-1 n 
5 
6 
Laplace's development2 of this determinant by rows 
gives: 
pzm+qzm-1+ ••• +D=O 
where p=(-l)ma~. 
The values of the coefficients of the zm-1 term and 
subsequent terms are not needed in the proof and the 
constant term Dis the value of the determinant for z=O. 
Denote t h e roots of f(x)=O by r 1 , r 2 , ••• , rm and 
let r be any root. Let z=g(r). To t h e elements of the 
last column add r m+n- l times the elements in the first 
column plus rm+n-2 times the elements in t h e second column 
plus rm+n-3 times the elements in the third column, etc. 
This does not change the value of the determinant . 
are: 
The elements of the last column starting at t h e top 
a rm+n-2+a rm+n-3+ 
0 1 
+amrn-l=rn-l[f(r))=O 
+a rn- 2=rn- 2 [f(r))=0 m 
nth row element is: 
a
0
rm+a1rm-l+ ••• +am=f(r)=O 
(n+l) th row element is: 
borm+n-l+blrm+n-2+ •·· +bnrm-l_zrm-l=rm-l[g(r)-z) 
(n+2)nd row element is: 
b rro+n-2+b rm+n-3+ ••• +b rm-2_zrm-2=rm-2[g(r)-z] o 1 n 
2 Ibid., p. 124. 
........................................ 
(m+n) th row element is: 
b n+b n-1 or 1r + ·•• 
The first n elements are zero for r is any root of 
f(x). The last m elements will be zero if z=g(r1 ) or 
g(rm) . Therefore the determinant is zero for 
g(rm) , or the roots of equation (-l)magzm+ 
7 
But the product of the roots of an mth degree equation 
always equals (-l)m times the constant term divided by the 
coefficient of the first term, 
from which 
D(f,g)=a~g(r1 )g(r2 ) •.. g(rm) =R(f,g) 
or 
( 5) D(f,g)=R(f , g). 
6. Relation between Discriminant 
and Sylvester's Determinant3 
The purpose of this development has been to find a 
method of finding 6 by using Sylvester's determinant. 
Equation (4) g ives 6 in terms of the resultant off and f'. 
Equation (5) shows the relation between the resultant and 
Sylvester's determinant. 
3 Ibid., pp. 166-7. 
(4) 6=(-l)m(m-l)/2 ·1R(f f') a , 
Since g(x)=O is any equation, f'(x)=O could be used 
and equation (5) then becomes, 
D(f,f')=R(f,f 1 ). 
Substituting D(f,f') for R(f,f') in equation (4) 
gives the relationship, 
(6) 6=(-l)m(m-l)/2 .ln(f,f'). 
a 
8 
The discriminant can be computed much easier by this 
method than by the formula usually g iven in Theory of 
Equations textbooks. 
7. Proof for Quadratic 
Consider the general quadratic 
f(x)=ax2+bx+c= 0 
In nearly all algebra texts the expression b 2-4ac, 
which appears under the radical sign in the quadratic 
formula, is defined to be the discriminant of the quadratic 
equation. It is not shown that this expression is also 
the discriminant according to the general definition. 
By the definition 6=a2m-2(r1-r2 )
2 
Let r = -b:N':§2~ and r = -b-yb2~ 






This proves that b2-4ac fits the general definition 
for the discriminant of a quadratic. 
Applying Sylvester's determinant to the general 
quadratic to find the discriminant take the equations, 
f ( x )=ax2+bx+c=0 
f' ( x )=2ax+b=0 
6=(-l)m(m-l)/2 .lL(f,f') 
a 
Sylvester's determinant is: 








= ( -1 ) ( 1 ) ( a ) ( 4 a c - b2 ) 
a 
10 
This checks with the discriminant as found above by 
the use of the general definition. 
8. Discriminant of Cubic Equation 
To use Sylvester's method to find the discriminant 
of the general cubic, consider the equations: 
f(x)=ax3+bx2+cx+d=0 
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11 
= -a a b e d 
b 2e 3d 0 
0 -b -2e -3d 
0 3a 2b e 
= a 'ab b2 be bd 
ab 
ab 2ae 3ad 0 
0 b 2e 3d 
0 3a 2b e 
= 1 ab b2 be bd b 
0 2ae-b2 3ad-be -bd 
0 b 2c 3d 
0 3a 2b C 
_ ab 2ac-b2 3ad-bc -bd 
-b 
b 2c 3d 
3a 2b C 
= a 2ac-b2 3ad-bc -bd 
b 2c 3d 
3a 2b C 
=a[2c 2 (2ac-b2 )+9ad(3ad-bc)-2b3d+6abcd-6bd(2ac-b2 )-bc(3ad-bc)] 
Substituting into equation (6) the discriminant 
becomes: 
~=(-1) 3 ( 3-l)/2 .1.a(-18abcd+4b3 d-b2c 2 +4ac3 +27a 2d 2 ) 
a 
9. Discriminant of Quartic Equation 
12 
The following general equations were used to find the 











f 1 (x)=4ax3+3bx2+2cx+d=O 
a b C d e 0 
0 a b C d e 
0 0 a b C d 













3b 2c d 
2c d 0 
3b 2c d 
4a 3b 2c 
minors g ives: 
0 a b 
0 - 0 a 
0 0 0 








d 2c 0 





0 b 4a 2c d 
0 3b 2c d 
13 
a b e 2c d 0 0 a b 0 2c d 0 0 
+ 0 a d • 3b 2c 0 0 - 0 a e • 3b 2c d 0 
0 0 C 4a 3b d 0 0 0 d 4a 3b 2c 0 
0 4a 2c d 0 4a 3b d 
a b 0 2c d 0 0 a C d 3b 0 0 0 
+ 0 a 0 • 3b 2c d 0 + 0 b C • 4a d 0 0 
0 0 e 4a 3b 2c d 0 a b 0 2c d 0 
0 4a 3b 2c 0 3b 2c d 
a C e 3b d 0 0 a C 0 3b d 0 0 
- 0 b d • 4a 2c 0 0 + 0 b e • 4a 2c d 0 
0 a C 0 3b d 0 0 a d 0 3b 2c 0 
0 4a 2c d 0 4a 3b d 
a C 0 3b d 0 0 a d e 3b 2c 0 0 
0 b 0 4a 2c d 0 + 0 C d 4a 3b 0 0 • 
0 a e 0 3b 2c d 0 b C 0 4a d 0 
0 4a 3b 2c 0 0 2c d 
a d 0 3b 2c 0 0 a d 0 3b 2c 0 0 
- 0 C e . 4a 3b d 0 + 0 C 0 • 4a 3b d 0 
0 b d 0 4a 2c 0 0 b e 0 4a 2c d 
0 0 3b d 0 0 3b 2c 
14 
a e 0 3b 2c d 0 a e 0 3b 2c d 0 
+ 0 d e • 4a 3b 2c 0 - 0 d 0 . 4a 3b 2c 0 
0 C d 0 4a 3b 0 0 C e 0 4a 3b d 
0 0 4a d 0 0 4a 2c 
a 0 0 3b 2c d 0 b C d 4a 0 0 0 
+ 0 e 0 • 4a 3b 2c d - a b C . 0 d 0 0 
0 d e 0 4a 3b 2c 0 a b 0 2c d 0 
0 0 4a 3b 0 3b 2c d 
b C e 4a d 0 0 b C 0 4a d 0 0 
+ a b d • 0 2c 0 0 - a b e . 0 2c d 0 
0 a C 0 3b d 0 0 a d 0 3b 2c 0 
0 4a 2c d 0 4a 3b d 
b C 0 4a d 0 0 b d e 4a 2c 0 0 
+ a b 0 • 0 2c d 0 - a C d . 0 3b 0 0 
0 a e 0 3b 2c d 0 b C 0 4a d 0 
0 4a 3b 2c 0 0 2c d 
b d 0 4a 2c 0 0 b d 0 4a 2c 0 0 
+ a C e . 0 3b d 0 - a C 0 • 0 3b d 0 
0 b d 0 4a 2c 0 0 b e 0 4a 2c d 
0 0 3b d 0 0 3b 2c 
15 
b e 0 4a 2c d 0 b e 
~-
4a 2c d 0 
- a d e • 0 3b 2c 0 + a d 0 3b 2c 0 
0 C d 0 4a 3b 0 0 C 0 4a 3b d 
0 0 4a d 0 0 4a 2c 
b 0 0 4a 2c d 0 C d e 4a 3b 0 0 
- a e 0 • 0 3b 2c d + b C d • 0 4a 0 0 
0 d e 0 4a 3b 2c a b C 0 0 d 0 
0 0 4a 3b 0 0 2c d 
C d 0 4a 3b 0 0 C d 0 4a 3b 0 0 
- b C e • 0 4a d 0 + b C 0 • 0 4a d 0 
a b d 0 0 2c 0 a b e 0 0 2c d 
0 0 3b d 0 0 3b 2c 
C e 0 4a 3b d 0 C e 0 4a 3b d 0 
+ b d e • 0 4a 2c 0 - b d 0 • 0 4a 2c 0 
a C d 0 0 3b 0 a C e 0 0 3b d 
0 0 4a d 0 0 4a 2c 
C 0 0 4a 3b d 0 d e 0 4a 3b 2c 0 
+ b e 0 • 0 4a 2c d - C d e • 0 4a 3b 0 
a d e 0 0 3b 2c b C d 0 0 4a 0 
0 0 4a 3b 0 0 0 d 
16 
d e 0 4a 3b 2c 0 d 0 0 4a 3b 2c 0 
+ C d 0 • 0 4a 3b 0 - C e 0 0 4a 3b d 
b C e 0 0 4a d b d e 0 0 4a 2c 
0 0 0 2c 0 0 0 3 b 
e 0 0 4a 3b 2c d 
+ d e 0 • 0 4a 3b 2c 
C d e 0 0 4a 3b 
0 0 0 4a 
The expansion of these determinants g ives: 












-(bc 2 +abe-b2d-acd)l2abd2 
+(bcd-b2 e-ad2 )(12ab•2cd-16a2d2) 
-(bce-ade)[l2ab(4c 2-3bd)-4ad•8ac] 
-(bd2-bce-ade)(l2ab•3bd-8ac•4ad) 




+(c 2e-bde)[l6a2 (4c 2-3bd)]+(cd2 +ae2-c 2 e-bde)48a2bd 
-(cde-be2)16a2(6bc-4ad)+ce2•16a2(gb2-sac) 
-(d3+be2-2cde)64a3d+(d2e-ce2)128a3c 
-de2•192a3 b+e3 •256a4 • 
Simplification of this expression g ives: 
D=a3d4-2a2bcd3+4a2c3d2-3a2bcd3-sa2c3d2+6a2bcd3+6a2bcd3 







+27ab3d3-4sa2bcd3+16a3d4-27ab3cde+48a2bc2 de-16a3cd2 e 
-54ab3cde+36a2b2d2e+96a2bc2de-6 4a3cd2e+8lab4e2 
17 
-144a2b 2ce 2 +64a3 c 2 e 2-72a2b 2ce2 +48a3bde2+48a3bde2 
-4ab3 d3 -4a3 d 4 +sa2bcd3 +8ab2 c 2d 2 +sa3cd2 e-8a2bcd3-sa2c3d2 
+l6a2bc2de+l6a2c3d2-16ab2c2d2-12a2b2d2e-12a2bcd3 










+32a2bcd3 +64a2c 4 e-48a2bc 2de-64a2bc 2de+48a2b 2d 2 e+48a2bcd3 
+48a3bcte2 -4sa2bc 2 de-48a2b 2 ct2 e-96a2 bc 2de+64a3 cd2 e 
+96a2b2ce2-64a3bde2+144a2b2ce2-12sa3c2e2-64a3d4 
-6 4a3bcte2+12sa3cd2e+l28a3cd2e-l28a3c2e2-192a3bde2 
+256a4 e 3 • 
Collecting like terms D becomes: 
D=256a4e3-192a3bcte2-12sa3c2e2+144a3ca2e-27a3d4+144a2b2ce2 
-6a2b2d2e-80a2bc2de+l8a2bcd3+16a2c4e-4a2c3d2-27ab4e2 
+18ab3cde-4ab3d3-4ab2c3 e+ab2 c2d2. 
Substituting the expression in equation (6) gives : 
d=(-1) 4 ( 4-l)/2 •1(256a4 e 3-192a3bde2-12sa3 c 2 e2 +144a3 cd2 e 
a 
Simplification of this expression gives: 
10. Meaning of Sign of Discriminant 
19 
Consider the equation ax2+bx+c=0 which has the roots 
r 1 and r 2 • 
From the general definition, d=a 2 (r1-r2 }
2 • In the 
quadratic equation there are three possibilities of the 
character of the roots, they can be real and equal, real 
and unequal or conjugate imaginaries. 
If the roots are equal, d=a 2 (r1-r2 )
2=0. 
If the roots are real and unequal, d=a2(r1-r2) 2>o. 
If the roots are conjugate imaginaries, 
A=a2 [(m+ni)-(m-ni)]2 
=a2 (m+ni-m+ni) 2 
=a2(2ni)2 
=a2 •4n2 i 2=-4a2n2 
A<O 
The general cubic ax3+bx2+cx+d=O, which has the 
roots r1, r 2 , and r 3 , is used to examine the sign of the 
discriminant of the cubic equation. 
From the general definition of A, the discriminant 
of the general cubic becomes: 
A=a4(rl-r2)2(r1-r3)2(r2-r3)2. 
The first possibility is for two or more roots to 
be real and equal. 
r 1=r2=m and r 3=n 
This gives : A=a4(m-m)2(m-n)2(m-n)2 
or A=O 
The next possibility is for the roots to be real 
and unequal r 1=k, r 2=m, r 3=n. 
This gives : A=a4(k-m)2(k-n)2(m-n)2 
or A>O 
The third possibility is for two roots to be 
conjugate imaginaries, r 1=m+ni, r 2=m-ni, r 3=k. 
20 
21 
This g ives: 6=a4 [(m+ni)-(m-ni)J 2 [(m+ni)-k] 2 [(m-ni)-k]2 
=a4 (m+ni-m+ni) 2 (m+ni-k) 2 (m-ni-k)2 
=a4 (2ni)2[(m-k) 2 +2ni(m-k)-n2]. 
((m-k) 2-2ni(m-k)-n2 ] 
=a4(-4n2)((m-k)4+2n2(m-k)2+n4 ] 
and ~<0 
The general quartic ax4+bx3+cx2+dx+e=0, which has 
the roots r1, rz, r 3 , and r 4 is used to examine the sign 
of the discriminant of the quartic equation. 
F rom the general definition of 6, the discriminant 
of the general quartic becomes , 
6=a6(r1-r2)2(r1-r3)2(r1-r4)2(r2-r3)2(r2-r4)2(r3-r4)2 
The first possibility is for two or more roots to 
be real and equal, or r 1=r2=m . r 3=n , r4=k, 
which gives : 6=a6 (m-m) 2 (m-n} 4 (m-k) 4 (n-k) 2 
and 6=0 
Another possibility would be for t h e roots to be 
real and unequal, or r 1=k, r2=m, r3=n, r4=P, 
which gives : 6=a6 (k-m) 2 (k-n) 2 (k-p) 2 (m-n) 2 (m-p) 2 • 
(n-p)2 
and 6>0 
Another possibility would be to have a pair of 
conjugat e imaginaries and two real and unequal roots, or 
r 1=m+ni, r 2=m-ni, r 3=k, and r 4=p, 
22 
which gives : ~=a6 [(m+ni)-(m-ni)]2[(m+ni)-k]2• 










Another possibility would be two distinct pairs of 
















The last possibility would be two equal pairs of 
conjugate imaginaries, or r 1=r2=m+ni, r 3=r4=m-ni, 
which gives : 
6=a6 [(m+ni)-(m+ni)] 2 • 
[ (m+ni )- (m-ni)] 8 • 




MULTIPLE ROOTS OF CUBIC EQUATIONS 
1. Condition for Two Bqual Roots 
Consider the general cubic f(x)=ax3+bx2+cx+d=0 
and its first derivative f'(x)=3ax2+2bx+c=O. 
From calculus it is learned, if f(x)=O has a 
double root, f'(x)=O h as that same root as a single root, 
or, if f(x)=O has a double root, f(x)=O and f'(x)=O have 
a root in common. 
If two equations have a root in common the resultant 
of those equations equal zero, see Chapter II, Section 2. 
In Chapter II, Section 6, it was shown that D(f,f')=R(f,f'). 
Therefore, the condition for a cubic, f(x)=O, to have a 
double root is Sylvester's determinant D(f,f')=O, or t h e 
equivalent expression -18abcd+4b3d-b2c2+4ac3+27a2d2=0. 
2. Conditions for Three Equal Roots. 
A. Geometric Interpretation: 
It is always helpful to examine the graph of the 
equation when discussing the behavior of a curve. 
The cubic equation has a characteristic curve as 
shown in Figure 1. 
y 
Figure 1. 
In this fi gure A, Band Care the points whose x 
coordinates are the roots of f(x) = O. Mis a maxi mum , ma 
minimum, and i is the point of inflection. 
The condition D(f,f 1 )=0 implies the coincidence of 
certain of these points. The condition D(f,f 11 )==0 implies 
the coincidence of certain other points. The condition 
D(f',f")==O implies the coincidence of still other of 







In figure 2, the points m, B, and C coincide. 
This is the graph of an equation which h as a double root 
and is associated with the condition D(f,f')=O as 






Figure 3 is the graph of an equation in which Band 
i, the point of inflection, coincide. In this case 
f(x)=O and f 11 (x)=0 have a root in common or D(f,f")=O. 
y 
D(f 1 ,f 11 )=0 
____________ _., ___________ x 
i maginary 
F igure 4. 
Figure 4 is the graph of an equation which has the 
maximum, minimum, and point of inflection coincident. 
In this case f 1 (x)=O and f 11 (x)=O have a root in common, 





Figure 5 is the graph of an equation which has a 
triple root. All six points are identical and D(f,f 1 )=0, 
D( f ,f" )=0, and D( f 1 ,f" )=0. 
29 
From the geometrical appearance of the graphs, which 
have the necessary conditions for t h e D's to vanish, it can 
be shown that no graph can be drawn which will have two of 
the D's vanish without the third one vanishing also. The 
vanishing of two D's implies the vanishing of the third D. 
The vanishing of the three D's is the condition for a 
cubic to have a triple root. It will be shown algebraically 
that the vanishing of two of the D's implies the vanishing 
of the third one and is a sufficient set of conditions for 
a triple root . 
B. Algebraic Conditions for Three Equal Roots. 
For a cubic equation to have a triple root, it is 
necessary for the first derivative to have the same root 
as a double root and the second derivative to have the 
same root. 
If these equations have a root in common the 
Sylvester's determinants, using the equations in pairs, 
will be equal to zero. 




Using the coefficients of these equations, the 



























This determinant was expanded in Chapter II and gave 
the following value. 
D(f,f')=a(-18abcd+4b3d-b2 c 2 +4ac 3 +27a2d 2 ) 
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D(f,f")= a b C d =8 3a 3b 3c 3d 
3 
6a 2b 0 0 3a b 0 0 
0 6a 2b 0 0 3a b 0 
0 0 6a 2b 0 0 3a b 
_8 3a 3b 3c 3d = -8a 2b 3c 3d -3 
0 -2b -3c - 3d 3a b 0 
0 3a b 0 0 3a b 
0 0 3a b 
The expansion of this third order determinant gives: 
D(f,f")= - 8a(2b3+27a2d- 9abc) 
D(f ',f")= 3a 2b C =12 a 2b C =12 a 2b C 
6a 2b 0 a b 0 0 -b -c 





The values of the three Sylvester's determinants are: 
D(f,f')= -a(l8abcd-4b3 d+b 2c 2-4ac3-27a2d 2 ) 
D(f,f 11 )=8a(9abc-2b3-27a2d) 
D( f 1 , f" )= -12a ( b2-3ac) 
Since these expressions must equal zero for t h e 
cubic to have a triple root and since a can not be zero, the 







Multiply (2) by d 
(4) 9abcd-2b3d-27a2d2=o 
Subtract (4) from (1) 
(5) 9abcd-2b3d+b2c2-4ac3=o 
Multiply (3) by 2bd 
(6) 2b3d-6abcd=0 





Since the expression in (7) is zero, the expression 
(8) 3abd+b2c-4ac2=0 
( 9) 
Multiply (8) by 9a 
27a2bd+9ab2c-36a2c2=0 
Multiply (2) by b 
(10) 9ab2c-2b4-27a2bd=O 
Add (9) and (10) 
(11) 18ab2c -2b4-36a2c2=0 
Factor (11) 
(12) -2(b2-3ac)(b2-6ac)=0 
Let the left side of equation (1) be denoted by A, 
the left side of equation (2) by B, and the left side of 
equation (3) by C, then the left side of equation (12) 
becomes -2(b2-6ac)C. 
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Writing the steps of the linear combinations as an 





clearing fractions the equation becomes: 
(A-dB+2bdC)9a+bcB+2(b2c-6ac2)C=0 
Combining coefficients in terms of A, B, and C the 
equation is now: 
(13) 9aA+(bc-9ad)B+2(9abd+b2c-6ac2)C=O. 
Since t h e left side of equation (1) is denoted by A, 
the left side of equation (2) by B, and the left side of 
equation (3) by C, it is noted D(f,f')= -aA, D(f,f 11 )=8aB, 
and D( f 1 ,f" )= -12aC. 
(14) 
( 15) 
Making these substitutions (13) becomes: 
9aD(f,f 1 )-(bc-9ad)aB-2(9abd+b2c-6ac2)aC=0 
'72aD(f,f 1 )-(bc-9ad)D(f,f 11 )-16(9abd+b2c-6ac2)aC=0 
216aD(f,f 1 )-3(bc-9ad)D(f,f")-48(9abd+b2c-6ac2)aC=0 
216aD(f ,f 1 )-3(bc-9ad)D(f ,f 11 ) 
+4(9abd+b2c-6ac2)D(f 1 ,f" )=0 
Let 216a=C 1 ; -3(bc-9ad)=c 2 i and 4(9abd+b
2c-6ac 2 )=C 3 • 
Equation (14) then becomes; 
C l D ( f , f 1 ) +c 2D ( f , f 11 ) +C 3 D ( f 
1 , f 11 ) = 0 
If C1, C2, and c 3 are non-zero constants then the 
functions D(f,f'), D(,f") and D(f 1 ,f 11 ) are linearly 
dependent and if two of them are zero, the third one must 
be zero for the equation to be satisfied. 
The possibility of the coefficient of one of the 
D's, instead of the D itself, vanishing when the other 
D's are zero needs to be investigated. A non-linear 
equation involving the D's, but one involving simpler 
coefficients, will be derived for this investigation. 
( 16) 
Multiply D(f,f 11 ) by _2 
2 
bD(f,f 11 ) 
2 =4ab(9abc-2b3-27a2d) 
Multiply c 3 by 3a
2 , 
3a2c =12a2 (9abd+b2c-6 c2) 
3 
(17) 3a2c3=108a3bd+l2a2b2c-72a3c2 
Add (16) and (17) 
bD(f,f") =36a2b 2c - 8ab4 - 108a3 bd 
2 
3a2c =12a2b 2c + 108a3bd - 72a3c 2 
3 







bD(f,f 11 ) 2 2 2 +3a C = -8a(b -3ac) 2 3 
Substitute D(f ',f") =b2-3ac 
-12a 
-Sa(D(f 1 ,f") )2= bD(f ,f") +3a2c 3 -12a 2 
The above combinations form the following equation: 
c = _ D ( f ' , f 11 ) 2 _ bD ( f , f 11 ) 
3 72a3 6a 2 
Multiply D(f',f 11 ) by 2b 
-12a 
2bD( f' 'f") =2b( b2-3ac) 
-12a 
- bD ( f I , f" ) =2b3-6abc 6a 
Multiply c2 by a 
aC 2= -3a(bc-9ad) 
aC 2= -3abc+27a
2d 
Add (19) and (20) 
- bD ( f ' , f" ) 3 =2b - 6abc 6a 
ac 2 = - 3abc + 27a2d ---------
-bD(f',f 11 ) 3 + 27a2d +aC =2b - 9abc 
6a 2 
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The right side of the above equation equals D(f,f") 
-Ba. , 
and the above equation becomes: 
(21) 
bD ( f I f t1 ) 3 ( II ) _6a + aC 2=2b -9abc+27a2d= D f,f -8a 
The above combinations form the following equation: 
bD ( f I , f II ) - D ( f , f" ) C2= _...,___._ ___ 
6a2 sa2 
Substituting 216a for c1 , and the values found in 
equations (21) and (18) for c2 and c3 equation (15) becomes: 
216 aD ( f , f , ) + [ bD ( f , ' f" ) - D ( f , f" ) ] D ( f , f ti ) 
6a2 sa2 
(22) 
+ [ - D ( f I , f II ) 2 - bD ( f , f ti ) ] D ( f I , f II ) = 0 
72a3 6a2 
216 aD ( f , f , ) + bD ( f ' , f 11 ) D ( f , f 11 ) 
6a 2 
D ( f 1 , f 11 ) 3 _ bD ( f , f 11 ) D ( f 1 , f 11 ) 
72a3 6a2 
D(f,f 11 ) 2 
sa2 
=0 
The above equation reduces to: 
216aD(f,f 1 ) - D(f,ft') 2 _ D(f',f 11 ) 3 =0 
sa2 72a3 
In this equation a can not be zero for it is the 
coefficient of the cubic term of the cubic equation. From 
this equation, which has constant coefficients, it is seen 
that if two of the D's are zero the third one is also zero. 
The vanishing of two of the D's is therefore the condition 
for a triple root. 
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Since the vanishing of any two of the D's is the 
condition for a triple root it will be easier to work with 
D(f,f 11 ) and D(f',f") since they contain the least terms. 
From the equation D(rir")=l2a(3ac-b2)=0, it is 
seen that the expression 3ac-b2 must be zero for D(f 1 ,f 11 ) 
to be zero. Therefore, the equation 
(23) 3ac-b2=0 
is one condition for a triple root in a cubic equation. 
Since, D(f,f 11 )= -8a(2b3+27a2d-9abc)=0 and a is not 
zero it is necessary for the expression 2b3 +27a2d-9abc 
to be zero for D(f, f 11 ) to be zero. Therefore, the equation 
(24) 
is the second condition for a triple root in a cubic equation. 
Equation (24) can be simplified in the following manner • 
(24) 2b3 +27a2d-9abc=0 










This equation can replace (24) as the second condition 
for a triple root in a cubic equation. 
CHAPTER III 
MULTIPLE ROOTS OF Q,UARTIC EQUATIONS 
1. Condition for Two Equal Roots 
For a quartic to have a double root, it is necessary 
for the first derivative of the quartic to have a root in 
common with the quartic. This means, the resultant of 
f(x)=O and f'(x)=O will be zero. The condition for this 
is Sylvester's determinant D(f,f')=O. This is the condition 
for the quartic to have two equal roots. 
2. Conditions for Three Equal Roots 
A. Geometric Interpretation 
The graph of the general quartic is different in 
appearance than the graph of the general cubic. It has one 
maximum, two minima and two point of inflection. Figure 1 
is the graph of the equation f(x)=x4+3x3-21x2-43x+60. 
This graph is presented to show the general form of a quartic 






Figure 1 . 
40 
X 
In this fi gure, A, B, C, and Dare the points whose 
x coordinates are the roots of the equation. Mis the 
maximum, m and m' are minima, and i and i' are the points 
of inflection. As in the cubic, for the quartic to have 
multiple roots certain of these points must coincide. The 







D(f,f 11 )=0 
D( f 1 ,f 11 )=0 
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Figure 2 is the graph of the quartic equation, 
f(x)=x4-6x2+sx-3, which has a triple root. A root of t he 
equation coincides with a maximum, which is associated with 
the condition D(f,f 1 )=0. A root coincides with a point of 
inflection, which is associated with the condition D(f,f 11 )=0. 
A maximum and minimum coincide with a point of inflection. 
This is associated with the condition D(f',f 11 )=0. 
The conditions for a triple root in a quartic equation 
are that all three of the D's be zeroo 




D(f,f 1 )::0 
D(f,f 11 )==0 
D( r, ,r" );fo 
Figure 3 shows the graph of the quartic equation 
f(x)=x4-_5x3+6x2, which has a double root, D(f,f')=O, and 
a root and point of inflection which coincide, D(f,f 11 )=0, 
but the equation does not have a triple root. Two of the 
D's are zero but this is not a sufficient condition for a 










In this graph, Figure 4, the quartic equation, 
f(x)=x4-sx3+18x2, has a double root, D(f,f')=O, and a 
maximum, a minimum, and point of inflection which coincide, 
D(f',f"}=O, but this equation does not have a triple root. 
Again the conditions for a triple root in a cubic are met 







D(f 1 ,f 11 )=0 
D(f,f 1 )/0 
X 
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Figure S, the graph of the quartic equation 
f(x)=x4-4x3+16x, shows the points in coincidence which are 
associated with the conditions, D(f,f 11 )=0 and D(f',f")=O. 
These conditions are the coincidence of a root of the 
equation and a point of inflection, and the coincidence of 
a maximum and minimum and a point of inflection. These 
conditions are sufficient for a triple root in a cubic 
equation but they are not sufficient for a triple root in 
a quartic equation . 
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From Figure 2 it is seen that all three D's must be 
zero for the quartic to have a triple root. This means 
f(x)=O, f '(x)=O and f 11 (x)=O all have a root in common. 
In the next section two equations and an inequality are 
developed which imply a common root for these t h ree equations. 
B. Algebraic Conditions 
To derive an equation which implies a common root 
for f(x)=O and f 11 (x)=O, the root of f 11 (x)=0 is substituted 
into f(x)=O. To derive an equation which imp lies a common 
root for f'(x)=O and f 11 (x)=O, the root of f 11 (x)=0 is 
substituted into f'(x)=O. The equations f(x)=O and f'(x)=O 
will then have the root of f 11 (x)=0 in common. 
Consider the following equation: 
f(x)=ax4+bx3+cx2+dx+e=0 
f'(x)=4ax3 +3bx2+2cx+d=0 
f 11 (x)=l2ax2+6bx+2c=0 
The roots of f 11 (x)=0 are: 
-6 bi:.\l36b 2 - 9 6 a C 
x= 24a 
The double sign is used because f"(x)=O has two 
roots and the triple root of f(x)=O could occur at either 
roo t of f 11 (x)=O. 
Substituting this value of x into f(x)=O the 
equation becomes: 
+ 3b2c-4ac ~ bc"\/'9b2 -24ac +e=O 
24a2 
9b4-24ab2c+sa2 c 2 -9b4 +18ab2 c 
= --------+------
288a3 144a3 
3b2c-4ac2 -3bd t\f%2-24ac(3b3-4abc) + ----- + -+e+ __ ....  ______ - ___ _ 
24a2 12a 288a3 
-2-- 3 -2 




This reduces to the following equation. 
Substituting the roots of f 11 (x)=0 into f'(x)=O 







= -9b3 +18abc±V9b2 -24ac(3b2-2ac) 
36a 
+ 3b3-4abc=Fby'gb2-24ac + -3bc±c,/9b2-24ac +d=O 
8a2 6a 
= 9b3-36abc+72a2d + ± v'9b2-24ac(8ac-3b2 ) =O 
72a2 72a2 
This reduces to the following equation. 
(2) f 1 (x)=9b3-36abc +72a2afy'gb2-24ac(8ac-3b2 )=0 
Multiply (2) by band add to (1). 
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-9b4 +48ab2c-40a2 c 2 -72a2bd+288a3 ef \ffib2 -24ac(3b3 -12abc+24a2d) 
9b4-36ab2c +72a2bd :t_y'9b2-24ac ~3b3+ Sabe) 
(3) 12ab2 c-40a2c 2 +288a3 e.:t-v'9b2-24ac( -4abc+24a2d)=0 
Divide (3) by 4a: 
(4) 3b2 c-10ac2 +72a2 ei v'9b2-24ac(6ad-bc)=O 





Divide by 2a: 
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Consider equation (2): 
Rewrite and square: 
Setting (7) equal to zero it becomes : 
(8) 8lb6 -648ab4c+l296a2b3d+l296a2b2c2-5184a3bcd 
+5184a4ct2-172sa2b 2c 2+648ab4c-8lb6+1536a3c3=o 
Collecting like terms and dividing by 48a2(s) becomes, 
(9) 108a2d2-l08abcd+32ac3+27b3d-9b2c2=0 
Add (6) and (9) 
288a2ce-216a2d2+144abcd-108ab2e-40ac3+9b2c2-27b3d=0 
108a2d2-108abcd +32ac3-9b2c2+27b3d=0 
(10)288a2ce-108a2d2+ 36abcd-108ab2e- 8ac3 
Divide by 4a: 
(11) 72ace-27ad2 +9bcd-27b2e- 0 c3=0 
=O 
From the graph in Figure 5, it is seen that for the 
cubic to have a triple root, the points of inflection can 
not coincide. 
This means that the roots of f 11 (x)=O, can not be 
equal. The condition for the roots of f 11 (x)=0 to be 




The condition for a triple root only in a quartic 
equation then becomes equations (9), (11), and (12) 
or, 10Ba2d2-10Sabcd+32ac3+27b3d-9b2c2=0 
72ace-27ad2 +9bcd-27b2 e-2c3=0 
3b2-sacfo 
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3. Conditions for Four Equal Roots 




D(f,f 1 )=0 
D(f,f 11 )=0 
D(f',f")=O 
D(f 11 ,f 111 )=0 
X 
so 
Figure 6 is the graph of the equation 
f(x)=x4 +sx3+24x2+32x+l6. All of the roots of the equation, 
the maximum and minima, and both points of inflection 
coincide. Since all of the D's are zero for any equation 
which has three roots equal, they will be zero for any 
equation which has four roots equal. 
Another condition has to be satisfied for four 
equal roots. This- added condition is that both points of 
inflection coincide. 
B. Algebraic Development . 
The alg ebraic requirement for both points of 
inflection to coincide is for f"(x)=O to have equal roots. 
Since the second derivative of a quartic is a quadratic 
the condition for it to have two equal roots is for its 
discriminant to be zero. 
The second derivative of the general quartic is: 
f 11 ( x )=12ax2+6bx+2c==0 
The discriminant of this equation is 36b2-96ac and 
if this is zero the following equation is formed. 
( 1) or, 
The roots of the second derivative are: 
-6 x= 24a 
Since the discriminant is zero; 
x= - b 
4a 
From Figure 6, it is seen that f'(x)=O must have 




Substituting x= - ~a into f'(x)=O it bec omes: 
This reduces to: 
Substitute b 2= s;c into (2), it becomes: 
16 abc -8abc+l6a2d=0 
3 
16abc-24abc+48a2d=0 




This is the second cond ition for t h e quartic to have 
four equal roots. 
For the quartic f(x)=O to have the double root of 
the second derivative as a quadruple root, substitute 





Expansion of this equation gives: 
-3b4+16ab2c-16a2bd+256a3 e=0 
Substitute 3b2=8ac in the first term of (6). 
Combine like terms and divide by 2a; 
(8) b2c-8abd+32a2e=0 
Substitute bc=6ad in the first term of (8). 
(9) 6abd-8abd+32a2e=0 
Combine lik0 terms and divide by -2a; 
( 10) bd-16ae=O 
The following equations then are the conditions 






It was found that the condition for any equation to 
have a double root is for the discriminant of that equation 
to be zero. Since it was found that the discriminant can 
be expressed in terms of Sylvester's determinant D(f,f'), 
this determinant being equal to zero is given as the 
condition for a double root. 
It was proven that the three Sylvester's determinants, 
D(f,f'), D(f,f"), and D(f',f 11 ) have to be zero for the 
cubic equation to have a triple root. It was proven 
further that if two of these determinants are zero, the 
third one is also zero. The condition for a triple root 
of a cubic, then, is that any two of these determinants be 
zero. 
It was shown that two of the Sylvester's determinants 
being zero was not a sufficient condition for the quartic 
equation to have a triple or quadruple root. 
Equations were derived which with the discriminant 
of the second derivative of the quartic equation not equal 
to zero are the conditions for a triple root of the 
quartic equation. 
For a quadruple root of the quartic equation, 
equations were derived which with the discriminant of the 
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